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UNSW Canberra Space and CNES launch joint study on
breakthrough satellite design
UNSW Canberra Space and CNES are partnering to study a breakthrough hyperspectral remote-sensing satellite that
will be capable of monitoring Australia’s and the South Pacific’s coral reefs.
Under a Letter of Intent delivered this week by Frédérique Vidal, French Minister of Higher Education, Research and
Innovation, in the presence of French President Emmanuel Macron and Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull,
the joint study will pave the way for developing disruptive space technologies such as hyperspectral remote sensing,
on-board processing, artificial intelligence and formation-flying technologies.
Such technologies can serve applications such as monitoring fresh and marine water quality and enabling precision
farming practices.
The combination of UNSW Canberra Space with its spin-off Skykraft is a significant capability to help meet national
needs and opportunities through space technology.
In 2017, UNSW Canberra Space and CNES set up a facility with the support of the ACT Government, in the style of
the world-class concurrent engineering centre developed by CNES at its Toulouse Space Centre.
Director of UNSW Canberra Space Professor Russell Boyce says France and Australia have had a strong legacy of
space cooperation over 35 years and this project will see that relationship continue. “After two years of working with
CNES toward the development of joint space missions, it’s fantastic to see our first project come to fruition,” Professor
Boyce says.
“Our facility at UNSW Canberra enables spacecraft design engineers and scientists to rapidly design and determine
the technical and economic viability of proposed space missions. Our capability includes hyperspectral remote
sensing and the on-board processing needed to turn measurements into useful information with real world
application,” he says.
Jean-Yves Le Gall, CNES President, said the recent addition of space as one of the pillars in the strategic partnership
between Australia and France has fundamentally consolidated prospects for space cooperation between the two
nations. “In 2017 we signed a preliminary agreement with the Australian Department of Industry, Innovation and
Science, paving the way for a framework cooperation agreement with the Australian Space Agency when it’s set up to
enable further development of joint projects,” he says. “CNES has been a big supporter of Australia as it grows and
matures a domestic space industry. We expect that Australia will become an important strategic partner in this
sector.”
Article source: unsw.adfa.edu.au/unsw-canberra-space-and-cnes-launch-joint-study-breakthrough-satellite-design
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Finland’s ICEYE launches first SAR-equipped satellite under 100 kg
ICEYE has successfully launched its proof-of-concept mission, ICEYE-X1 – the world’s first microsatellite equipped
with synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) to be deployed in space, and Finland’s very first commercial satellite.
The goal of the mission is to validate in-orbit performance of the satellite and begin operations with select ICEYE
customers. Data received from the satellite in space can be used for a wide variety of use cases including monitoring
changing sea ice for maritime and environmental uses, tracking marine oil spills and helping to prevent illegal fishing,
to name a few examples.

Tahiti imaged by ICEYE-X1

“ICEYE has been committed to enabling better decision making for everyone with Earth observation capabilities, and
now through this new SAR data source, we are closer than ever to unlocking that potential across many different
industries,” said Rafal Modrzewski, CEO and co-founder of ICEYE. “I am extremely proud of the ICEYE team, who
have now, for the first time in the world, opened up the possibilities of the miniaturisation of SAR technology. With
support from the Finnish and European communities, Aalto University, Tekes, Horizon 2020, all of our investors, our
extremely talented advisors, and so many more who’ve supported us, we have been able to achieve this crucial
milestone.”
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Gulf of Finland sea ice between Helsinki and Tallinn on
25th of February 2018, imaged with ICEYE-X1.

Throughout 2018, ICEYE has at least two additional proof-of-concept satellite missions planned to further develop
and demonstrate the capabilities of the company’s SAR technology. At the conclusion of the initial proof-of-concept
missions, ICEYE will launch a constellation of more than 18 SAR-enabled microsatellites to bring reliable hightemporal-resolution imaging to the market. ICEYE’s constellation, once fully deployed, will allow users to accurately
image any point on Earth within only a few hours, regardless of weather or darkness.
To read more about ICEYE and see more SAR images captured, visit: forbes.com/sites/alexknapp/2018/04/22/this-under-30startups-microsatellite-provides-a-unique-view-of-earth/#1642f78342db

Storm hunter in position
The Atmosphere-Space Interactions Monitor, also known as the Space Storm Hunter, was installed on 13 April 2018
outside the European space laboratory, Columbus. Operators in Canada commanded the International Space
Station’s 16 m long robotic arm to move the 314 kg facility from a Dragon spacecraft’s cargo hold to its place of
operation on Columbus.
Pointing straight down at Earth, the storm hunter will observe lightning and powerful electrical bursts in the
atmosphere that occur above thunderstorms, the so-called transient luminous events. The inner workings of these
magnificent forces of nature are still unknown. The International Space Station offers a great vantage point to gather
information about such events – it circles 400 km above Earth and covers the areas where most thunderstorms
appear.
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Setting up
The storm hunter will send data over the International Space Station network via communication satellites to a ground
station in White Sands, USA, then on to the Space Station mission control in Houston, under the Atlantic ocean to the
Columbus Control Centre near Munich, Germany, and finally to the Belgian user operations and support centre in
Brussels.
The observatory has two suites of instruments to capture optical images in infrared and ultraviolet, and x-ray and
gamma-ray detectors. Sensors will measure light levels to determine if an image should be taken and the data sent
back to Earth.

Setting the levels will be a matter of trial and error – setting the trigger too low will flood the network with images that
are of no use, too high and some thunderstorms will not be recorded. The operators will collaborate with scientists at
the Technical Institute of Denmark who are eagerly awaiting readings from the observatory, in order to find the best
solution.
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Visual cameras will pinpoint areas of interest while photomultiplier tubes record the details of the lightning and
transient luminous events. Other sensors are included to learn more about terrestrial gamma-ray flashes, for high and
low energy x-ray and gamma-ray bursts.
Each element of the storm hunter will be activated in turn and tested to ensure they are working as expected. This is
expected to take up to six weeks, during which the user control centre will be run continuously.
Anuschka Helderweirt, operations engineer at the Belgian operations centre, says: “We are thrilled to start operating
these instruments in space. This is what the hours spent training, developing procedures and preparing for anomalies
was for. We are ready to deliver some fascinating new scientific data.”
Article source: esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/Storm_hunter_in_position

Seventh sentinel satellite launched for Copernicus
The second Sentinel-3 satellite, Copernicus Sentinel-3B, was launched on 25 April, joining its identical twin Sentinel3A in orbit. This pairing of satellites increases coverage and data delivery for the European Union’s Copernicus
environment programme.
Just 92 minutes after liftoff, Sentinel-3B sent its first signals to the Kiruna station in Sweden. Data links were quickly
established by teams at ESA’s operations centre in Darmstadt, Germany, allowing them to assume control of the
satellite. The mission is expected to begin routine operations after five months.
“This is the seventh launch of a Sentinel satellite in the last four years. It is a clear demonstration of what European
cooperation can achieve and it is another piece to operating the largest Earth observation programme in the world,
together with our partners from the European Commission and Eumetsat,” said ESA Director General Jan Wörner.
With this launch, the first set of Sentinel missions for the European Union’s Copernicus environmental monitoring
network are in orbit, carrying a range of technologies to monitor Earth’s land, oceans and atmosphere.
ESA’s Director of Earth Observation Programmes, Josef Aschbacher, said, “With Sentinel-3B, Europe has put the first
constellation of Sentinel missions into orbit – this is no small job and has required strong support by all involved. It
allows us to get a very detailed picture of our planet on a daily basis and provides crucial information for policy
makers. “It also offers lots of opportunities for commercial companies to develop new innovative services. And, the
free and open data policy allows every citizen to have updates for their own use. When we designed such a satellite
constellation 20 years ago not everyone was convinced Europe could do that. I am glad to see this has become
reality and that it is now a large European success story.”
Copernicus relies on the Sentinels and contributing missions to provide data for monitoring the environment and for
supporting civil security activities. Sentinel-3 carries a series of cutting-edge sensors to do just that. Over oceans, it
measures the temperature, colour and height of the sea surface as well as the thickness of sea ice. These
measurements are used, for example, to monitor changes in Earth’s climate and for more hands-on applications such
as marine pollution. Over land, this innovative mission monitors wildfires, maps the way land is used, checks
vegetation health and measures the height of rivers and lakes.
Data from the Copernicus Programme are used worldwide and are free of charge.
Article source: esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/Copernicus/Sentinel3/Seventh_Sentinel_satellite_launched_for_Copernicus
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Google is Indonesia’s new weapon in war on illegal fishing
Indonesia’s Fisheries Minister Susi Pudjiastuti deals with some dangerous men in her role, but they don’t rattle her.
She has an equally intimidating weapon on her side: Google.
Partnering with the search engine firm, Pudjiastuti is catching illegal fishing activity in real time, after thousands of
vessels’ locations were revealed online. In her mission to clean up an industry once the domain of crooks, she’s
convinced powerful local operators with foreign interests to stop practices that were robbing the economy of billions of
dollars of revenue each year.
"You have money, you have power, you have the reach probably to make me fail or to even basically eliminate me,"
Pudjiastuti recalls telling the industry’s so-called ‘godfathers’ in meetings shortly after joining President Joko Widodo’s
government in 2014. “But I also will not stop."

After hunting down violators and blowing up their boats in public spectacles, Pudjiastuti’s approach has become more
sophisticated. In a global first, the minister has teamed up with Google to use satellites to spot illegal fishermen from
space. It’s paying off: Indonesia’s fish stocks have more than doubled in two years, and an industry plundered by
foreigners for decades is once again contributing to economic growth, which Widodo has pledged to boost to 7
percent.
In a sprawling archipelago of 17,000 islands, the potential is vast. While fishing currently accounts for just 2.6 percent
of Indonesia’s gross domestic product, that portion has grown about 40 percent since Pudjiastuti started her role. At
that time, there were some 10,000 foreign vessels fishing illegally in Indonesia’s territory. She says they’re now all but
gone.
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Global pirates
But it’s not game over for the minister: she says local boats are still working with ‘global pirates’ who catch fish just
outside the permitted zone, which are then shipped to foreign destinations. And that’s where Google comes in.
"They still steal from us. We see it on Google fishing watch," Pudjiastuti said, referring to Global Fishing Watch, an
online mapping platform co-founded by Google. "They use Indonesian-affiliated companies and businesses and
basically take their catch a few miles beyond the exclusive economic zone, where a refrigerated mothership is
waiting."
Indonesia last year became the first nation to share its Vessel Monitoring System information – government-owned
data used to monitor maritime traffic – with the global monitoring platform, founded by Google, Oceana and SkyTruth,
and funded by partners including the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation and Bloomberg Philanthropies.
Pudjiastuti’s initiative instantly made nearly 5,000 previously invisible boats viewable. She has called for other nations
to follow her lead, with Peru last year committing to making its fishing data available.

Brian Sullivan, the manager of Google Ocean and Earth Outreach, said information from Indonesia’s VMS was fed
through the same algorithm used by Global Fishing Watch to produce a new set of analytics. That was then added to
raw satellite imagery to produce an even more detailed footprint of fishing activities in near-real time.
“Susi reached out to us and said ‘I like what you’re working on, we’d like to see how we could use that information in
Indonesia’”, California-based Sullivan said in a telephone interview. “She has been probably one of the most
progressive ministers within fisheries for taking something that historically all governments had kept extremely close.”
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Watching you
By using machine learning and watching how a vessel moves, Google’s technology is able to establish patterns, and
determine whether a vessel is in transit or fishing.
A study published last month found that foreign fishing in Indonesia dropped by more than 90 percent and total fishing
by 25 percent following the tough policies introduced by Pudjiastuti, which also included a ban on all foreign-owned
and -made boats from fishing in Indonesia and the restriction of transfers of fish at sea.
"We know what it looks like when a vessel is broadcasting because we see that vessel’s position,” said Sullivan. “And
if it then goes quiet for a while and then reappears on the other side of a marine-protected area that would be
considered suspicious activity."
Ship wrecker
With almost 34,000 miles of coastline to monitor, the minister and her partners have a big job. But it’s not just about
economic gains and food security: it’s also about sovereignty, an issue that plays well for the domestic audience.
In 2016, Indonesia marked its Independence Day celebrations by sinking about 70 foreign fishing vessels, mostly
from Vietnam but also from China. It was an overt display aimed at sending a message: the nation intended to protect
its lucrative fishing grounds, including in the South China Sea.
Since the end of 2014, Pudjiastuti has sunk more than 350 boats. “They take our resources. If we don’t put an end to
them they’re going to come back and fish again,” she said.
To see more photos and videos, visit:
bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-19/google-satellite-tracking-is-indonesia-s-weapon-in-fishing-war

Events
Space Technology: Applications for Business
Friday 18 May 2018
Adelaide Convention Centre, Adelaide
Hosted by the American Chamber of Commerce
Learn how emerging technologies can shape and improve industries such as defence, mining, transportation, water
management, communications, disaster management, agribusiness, intelligence and more.
Listen to leading industry players:
 Flavia Tata Nardini (CEO of Fleet Space Technologies)
 Nicola Sasanelli (Director of the South Australian Space Industry Centre) and
 Pamela Ann Melroy (Director of Space Strategy, Nova Systems and Former NASA astronaut)
For more information, visit:
amcham.com.au/Web/AmCham/Events/Event_Display.aspx?EventKey=050009&WebsiteKey=8417dfc1-4046-45a2-be58c9cb7c97fa2c
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ActInSpace Australia, by the Innovation and Collaboration Centre
Friday 25 May to Saturday 26 May 2018
University of South Australia, Adelaide
International Space Hackathon ActInSpace is landing in Australia for the very first time.
ActInSpace is a global space competition encouraging students, developers, entrepreneurs and space enthusiasts to
join together to work on real life challenges using space technologies and data. The competition will be hosted at the
Innovation and Collaboration Centre in the brand new $247 million UniSA Cancer Research Institute set to open in
May 2018. Winners will travel to France to compete internationally.
For more information, visit: https://icc.unisa.edu.au/actinspace/

Australian Strategic Policy Institute ‘Building Australia’s Strategy for Space’
Wednesday 13 June to Friday 15 June 2018
QT Hotel, Canberra
The conference will bring together distinguished international and Australian experts for two days of debate on
Australia’s long-term strategic plan to grow its burgeoning space industry. Now is the time for Australia to take space
seriously as it establishes a new space agency that will take the lead.
For more information, visit: aspi.org.au/event/building-australias-strategy-space

Aerospace Futures 2018
Tuesday 17 July to Thursday 19 July 2018
ADFA Adams Auditorium, Canberra
The first year the Australian Youth Aerospace Association's (AYAA) Aerospace Futures conference will be coming to
Canberra in its decade long history.
The timing and location of Aerospace Futures 2018 is impeccable with the upcoming mobilisation of a national space
agency. The event will attract a wide variety of prestigious industry speakers to the ACT. Targeting a record 250
youth delegates and 150 invited professionals, the event is focused towards undergraduates, postgraduates and
young professionals from across Australia and New Zealand. With strong support from government, industry and
academia, we warmly invite you to our celebration of Australia’s aerospace industry.
For more information, visit: https://aerospacefutures.ayaa.com.au

This newsletter is published by the Surveying and Spatial Services Institute (SSSI),
Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry (RS&P) Commission.
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